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Partnership Evaluation
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Users are searching for lots of things but primarily

for premiumcontent
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However from our estimates only of content

being watched by users is premiumcontent

of content uploaded by premiumpartners is

being watched

of content identified by users/CYC is being

watched
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Anecdota evidence does suggest that these

numbers may be far from accurate

Several hundred videos

Original Video impossible to Thid

Total view counts in excess of 5M
Revenue oppoflunity of -25k
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We can fix this problem in both Search and Browse

in Search we can figure way out to make original

video stand out using an icon or shield

Build Categories that make sense to our community
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cx Music Videos Movie Trailers Animation

Users cant find original Videos..

Create unique and co

for each of these categories

Premium arid UGC content

mpeUing browse experience

which promotes both

Celebrities etc
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same song

There are many unique videos of the same song which

users seem to find compemng

Viewed Videos exist for the same song some
from concerts some remixessome user generated or

enhanced videos cx animated versions

Users know what they want to watch and want to share with

community

Unsure if partners have the same mindset in their
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selecflon process

....but are happy to find different videos of the

Man



So how to we take advantage of ths opportunty

Fes like there is immense value in continuing

partnerships in these areas

Music represents the highest value and owest

hanging fruit

Need to improve the finding experience of content on the

platform

Show the revenue opportunity to partners and figure out

business modeL where we aVow users to upload

different videos yet the partner benefits from it




